Abstract: The aim of this study was to check whether an online n-back task conducted in the uncontrolled
stated that if the researchers are aware of the risks associated with Internet research, experiments in online environments can be conducted successfully.
Working memory
Working memory (WM) (Baddeley, 2012) , a complex memory system responsible for processing, updating, maintaining and storing information (Oberauer, Süß, Wilhelm, & Wittman, 2003) , is one of the most popular research topics among cognitive psychologists and neuroscientists. In the EBSCO database, more than 19,500 articles with working memory phrase in their titles can be found, and the classic article "Working Memory" by Baddeley and Hitch (1974) has more than 2,900 citations in Scopus. WM is considered an important correlate of a wide range of cognitive processes; studies show that WM is a predictor of: academic achievement (Colom, Escorial, Shih & Privado, 2007) , multitasking performance (König, Bühner, & Mürling, 2005) , language comprehension (Daneman & Merikle, 1996) , the level of proficiency in a second language (Linck, Osthus, Koeth, & Bunting, 2014) , effects of task-irrelevant sound on cognition (Sörqvist, 2010) , reasoning ability (Ackerman, Beier, & Boyle, 2005; Oberauer, Schulze, Wilhelm, & Süss, 2005) , probabilistic judgment (Dougherty & Hunter, 2003) , creativity (De Dreu, Nijstad, Baas, Wolsink, & Roskes, 2012) , explicative and predictive sentence comprehension (Pérez, Paolieri, Macizo, & Bajo, 2014) , and controlled search of long-term memory (Unsworth, Brewer, & Spillers, 2012) .
Experimental procedures that assess WM functioning are mainly designed as interactive computer scripts, which make them a natural candidate for online environments. The transfer of WM research to the Internet can lead to new research opportunities, resulting from large samples, diverse populations, and new big data exploration methods. However, the lack of control over the course of online experiments and technical issues (such as differences in computer CPU speed, operating systems, RAM memory, monitor size and refresh rates, speed of Internet access, and so on) raise the question of the reliability and validity of any data obtained. The main aim of this study is to empirically test the reliability and factorial validity of one of the most popular WM measurement paradigms -the n-back task, conducted online, outside of a lab, on participants' home computers. In comparison to other WM measurement methods, the n-back task is based on a relatively simply rule, has short trials, and is easy to perform on a computer. It has been used here as a wellestablished and popular example of a WM task, in order to answer the question of whether we can reliably conduct research on WM via the Internet on participants home computers. It is important to note that the main purpose of this study is to contribute to a debate on WM research conducted outside of labs, via the Internet, rather than to add to the debate on the reliability and validity of the standard n-back task.
The n-back task
N-back is a widely used WM measurement paradigm. In the n-back task (Kirchner, 1958; Cohen et al., 1997) a series of rapidly changing stimuli are presented one after another. Participants have to report whether or not the stimulus currently presented on the screen is the same stimulus that was presented n stimuli back (see Fig. 1 ). Participants have to recall the stimulus relevant to the current n level, prevent interference from other inadequate stimuli, and constantly update the relevant stimulus. The experimenter can manipulate the type of stimulus (letters, digits, shapes, etc.) as well as n numbers (2-back, 3-back, etc.) to observe how these changes may influence the storage and updating of information in the WM system. The n-back task has four basic dependent measures: false alarms -number of reactions to non-target letters, hits -number of reactions to target letters, misses -number of omitted target letters, correct rejections -number of correct rejections of non-target letters. Due to the fact that the sum of hits and misses rates, as well as the sum of false alarms and correct rejections rates is 1, the false alarm rates and hits rates are sufficient to describe how participants react to both target and non-target stimuli.
In this study, to calculate all dependent measures, we have applied Two-High Threshold Model and correction recommended by Snodgrass and Corwin (1988) , that is, we have added 0.5 to each frequency, and 1, to numbers of old or new trials. Thus we calculate the false alarms rate as: false alarms rate = (false alarms + 0.5)/(number of distracters + 1.0) and hits rate as: hits rate = (hits + 0.5)/ (number of targets + 1.0). Then, following the TwoHigh Threshold Model (Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988) , we calculate the accuracy index (Ac) as: accuracy = hits rate -false alarms rate. We subtract the false alarms rate from hits rate because false alarms are generated only for an uncertain state, thus they are a direct estimate of probability of hits when uncertain. So the hit rate (H) is composed of "true" accuracy (Ac) and false alarms (FA) as follows: H = Ac + FA; therefore, accuracy can be described by the formula: Ac = H -FA (Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988, p. 38) . Additionally, as a dependent measure, we consider the reaction time (RT) for hits (RT has been used as an n-back measure in the work of Ragland et al., 2002 , Jaeggi et al., 2010b , Hockey & Geffen, 2004 and response bias calculated as: response bias = false alarms rate/(1.0 -accuracy). Ragland et al. (2002) suggest that accuracy can be considered a measure of performance success, and reaction time a measure of performance so we treat them as a two main dependent measures of interests.
The reliability and validity of the classic n-back task
To compare the reliability and validity of the online and standard versions of n-back, let us begin with a brief overview of research studies on the reliability and validity of the standard n-back task.
An analysis of how the same group of participants perform in an n-back task and another WM task, called complex span task, (Conway et al., 2005; Foster et al., 2014 ) is a method often used to test the validity of n-back (Redick & Lindsey, 2013) ; however, this approach gives inconclusive results. Kane, Conway, Miura and Colflesh (2007) suggest that "N-back has face validity as a WM task, but it does not demonstrate convergent validity with at least 1 established WM measure", and conclude that n-back results and complex span task results do not reflect the same WM construct. Miller, Price, Okun, Montijo, and Bowers (2009) also report that n-back is not a pure measure of WM, but can be used to assess general cognitive functioning of Parkinson's disease patients. Redick and Lindsey (2013) , based on a meta-analysis, estimate the correlation between n-back and complex span task as r=0,20, and conclude that these two paradigms cannot be used interchangeably as WM measures. Shelton, Elliott, Hill, Calamia and Gouvier (2009) point out that n-back score may indicate an ability to update information stored in WM rather than reflect clear WM capacity.
In contrast to this, Schmiedek and colleagues used a latent variable approach, and found a statistically significant correlation: r=0,96 (Schmiedek, Hildebrandt, Lövdén, Lindenberger, & Wilhelm, 2009) and r=0,69 (Schmiedek, Lövdén, & Lindenberger, 2014) between a complex span factor and an updating factor represented by n-back task. Wilhelm, Hildebrandt, and Oberauer (2013) notice some advantages of n-back over complex span tasks, such as simplicity of scoring and short trial times, and argue that n-back tasks reflect the updating aspect of the general WM capacity construct and provide useful information for WM research.
N-back validity is still a matter of debate, and there is no common agreement on what is actually measured using the n-back paradigm.
Another controversy concerns n-back reliability. As presented in table 1, authors conducting n-back have used different n-back modes, different dependent measures and even different reliability estimate methods; thus, an analysis of n-back reliability gives mixed results. The n-back reliability coefficient, shown in table 1, ranges from 0,49 to 0,95; thus it is difficult to propose one general conclusion as to whether it is a reliable measure or not -it appears as if it may be reliable in some circumstances. Hockey and Geffen (2004) assessed n-back percentage accuracy scores as moderately reliable, and reaction times as highly reliable, but Jaeggi et al. (2010a) found that n-back tasks are insufficiently reliable. Jaeggi et al. (2010) concluded that n-back is not a useful measure of individual differences in WM, but can be useful for experimental research on WM, and as a predictor of interindividual functioning in higher cognitive functions.
Regardless of the n-back validity and reliability debate, the n-back paradigm is widely used in WM research. It has recently been used in studies on pain (Attridge, Noonan, Eccleston, & Keogh, 2015) , childhood trauma (Philip et al., 2015) , child neuropsychological development (Forns et al., 2014) , neuropsychological assessment (Domínguez, Martín-Rodríguez, & León-Carrión, 2015) , cognitive workload and fatigue (Guastello et al., 2015) , chronic fatigue syndrome (Medow et al., 2014) , the influence of antipsychotic drugs on WM functions (Goozee et al., 2015) , intelligence training programs (Dougherty, Hamovitz & Tidwell, 2015) , agerelated decline in executive functions (Salminen, Frensch, Strobach, & Schubert, 2015) , and in functional brain imaging research (Jacola et al., 2014) .
The n-back task is not free from controversy, but it is a popular WM measurement paradigm used not only to measure WM functioning itself, but also to investigate the relationship between WM and other human characteristics. The introduction of an online n-back task may contribute to the further development of WM research, and possibly, in the future, to the debate over the reliability and validity of the n-back paradigm. In our opinion, testing online n-back reliability and factorial validity, might be important before introducing such a procedure in a research practice. Results of n-back task conducted in precisely controlled laboratory settings might be totally different when carried out on participants' home computers in uncontrolled online environments and without the presence of experimenter.
Method Participants
One hundred and seventy-five psychology students from Jagiellonian University in Kraków took part in an online n-back task as part of the requirements of a cognitive psychology course. The responses of 6 participants were excluded due to missing data (listwise deletion was used); the results of 169 participants (30 male) were included, the mean age being 21 years (SD 2 years).
Procedure
We used a modified version of a single n-back task based on Jaeggi et al. (2010a) , but instead of colored shapes we used a set of letters (20 consonants: B, C, D, F, G, H, J, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, X, Z), letters were presented on the centre of the screen and have 20% of screen height. As in the study of Jaeggi et al. (2010a) , we used n-back without lure trials, one of the n-back versions accepted in the literature (Redick, & Lindsey, 2013) . Lure foils occur when the stimulus does not match the n level that is currently presented, e.g. in a sequence B, L, B, M in n3 variant the second B will be lure, because it matches n2, not the n3 variant (Szmalec, Verbruggen, Vandierendonck, & Kemps, 2011) . During the task white letters were shown on a black background for 500ms each, followed by a 2000ms interstimulus interval. Participants were asked to press the "A" key each time the current letter was identical to the one presented n positions back in a sequence, otherwise they were not to react. The response window lasted from the onset of a letter to the presentation of the next letter i.e. 2500ms. We used 1, 2, and 3 n-back levels in that order, and each n level was presented 3 times, so there were 9 blocks in total. There were 20 trials in each n1 block, 21 trials in each n2 block, and 22 trials in each n3 block. Each block consisted of 6 targets + 13 non-targets + n start trials. Start trials could not present the target letter, and their number depended on n, e.g. in a 2-back condition, we need at least 2 start trials, before the first target in a 2-back position can appear. Nine main blocks were preceded by self-paced instruction pages and practice blocks. During the practice, participants received one block consisting of 9 trials (6 non-targets, 3 targets) per each n level, so that there were 3 blocks in total. When practice blocks had been done, participants got the option to repeat the practice, and could repeat it as long as they thought they needed to. Participants received performance feedback in practice trials only. Inquisit 4 Web software (http://www. millisecond.com/about/publications.aspx) was used to create procedures and conduct the trials via the Internet. The n-back procedure was placed on Inquisit servers and participants received an email link to the procedure website. At first, participants were informed about a study by teachers in a classroom. After this, they were asked by standardized e-mail message to complete the procedure on their home computers within a maximum of 7 days. According to our knowledge, this study is a first attempt to analyze reliability and factorial validity of n-back task performed on participants' home computers via the Internet. Thus, in order to minimize all potential unknown confounding variables influencing reliability other than online character of an experimental procedure, we decided to conduct this study on highly homogenous students' sample. The sample of students, previously asked in a classroom to participate in a study, has also the advantage of providing a high response rate. In this study we have sent 185 e-mails and we have received 175 responses, thus response rate is approximately 95%. According to Sánchez-Fernández, Muñoz-Leiva, and Montoro-Ríos (2012) there are two important stages of online research: (1) obtaining high response rate and (2) obtaining quality response. High response rate gives us a confidence that reliability of a task is influenced only by properties of experimental procedure, not a recruitment process or the composition of the sample. An obvious disadvantage of asking students in a classroom to participate in a study is the fact that this study was not fully online, because of a physical contact with a recruiter before the study. So, in fact, this study addresses the question: is the online n-back task reliable and valid procedure, when we provide the high response rate? Finally, it is worth noting, that online studies, similar to presented one, starting from information meeting and followed by conducting an online procedures on participants' home computers, are generally possible in the field of online research. We believe that using homogenous students' sample and providing high response rate is justified and allows us to minimize influence of confounding variables. This approach might also enable us to obtain more precise information about online n-back procedure reliability than a fully online study in which we simply put links to a procedure on the random websites.
Statistical analysis
In this study we intended to examine the reliability of WM functioning indicators which could be obtained from n-back task executed online on participants` home computers. Hence, we calculated and analyzed: hits rate, false alarms rate, accuracy, and response bias, mean and median reaction times to hits. Each of them was calculated in 5 variants: separately for results from n1, n2, n3 block, for the overall results from n2+n3 blocks and for the overall results from n1+n2+n3 blocks. Reliability was calculated as split half Pearson`s correlation corrected with the Spearman Brown formula, as a reliable we considered indicators which reliability coefficient was higher than 0,7. Factorial validity of measurement model was tested by confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) (Byrne, 2009 ) conducted in SPSS AMOS 18 supplemented by Composite Reliability (CR) (Raykov, 1997) and Average Variance Extracted (AVE) (Fornell & Larcker, 1981) indicators.
Results

Reliability
Detailed descriptive statistics and reliability estimates for hits rate, false alarms rate, accuracy, response bias, average reaction time and median reaction time are presented in table 2. The statistics are presented in five variants: separately for n1, n2, n3 block, for overall results from n2+n3 blocks, and for overall results from n1+n2+n3 blocks.
Hits
For hits rate (hits = correct reaction to a target stimulus) the reliability of indices decreases as the load on WM increases. N1 hits variant is the most reliable (0,86) from all 5 variants; however, in this case, we probably have to deal with a ceiling effect. For n1 variant, we can see a strong left-skewed distribution (skewness = -4,33) with high data concentration around the mean value (kurtosis = 23,15, SD = 0,08), this suggests that most participants have a high score in n1 variant, about 0,94 points. Due to the small variability in the n1 hits variant, the utility of this indicator may be marginal. N2 and n3 variants have reliability coefficients below 0,7, so that we cannot consider them to be reliable indices in contrast to aggregated indices n2+n3 and n1+n2+n3 which have an acceptable reliability with coefficients higher than 0,74.
False alarms
For false alarms rate (false alarms = reaction to a stimulus which is not the target), n1 has the lowest reliability (0,47) across 5 calculated variants; this may be due to low false alarms rate in n1 variant (mean = 0,03). In all likelihood, n1 false alarms variant scores reflect accidental, random mistakes made by participants, rather than as result of any cognitive mechanism. The reliability of n2 and n3 variants are low: 0,62 and 0,68 respectively, but aggregated measures n2+n3 and n1+n2+n3 have reliability coefficients higher than 0,74 indicating an acceptable reliability for these indices.
Accuracy
We observe that the reliability of accuracy (accuracy = hits rate -false alarms rate) indices decreases as the load on WM increases, therefore the most reliable accuracy index is the n1 variant. At the same time, in the n1 variant, we observe lower data variability in comparison to other accuracy indices variants. The distribution of accuracy in the n1 variant is strong left-skewed and detailed analysis reveals that 75% of participants have an n1 accuracy score equal or higher than 0,89. Thus, we can conclude that a high reliability coefficient (0,82) in n1 accuracy index variant can result from a ceiling effect. Reliability coefficients for n2 (0,70), n2+n3 (0,78) and n1+n2+n3 (0,83) accuracy variants are acceptable, but the reliability of n3 accuracy (0,61) is not. M -mean, SD -standard deviation, r -split half reliability calculated as Pearson's correlation corrected with the Spearman Brown formula, n1, n2, n3 -n-back blocks, false alarms rate = (false alarms + 0.5)/(number of distracters + 1.0), hits rate = (hits + 0.5)/(number of targets + 1.0), accuracy = hits rate -false alarms rate, response bias = false alarms rate/(1.0 -accuracy), reaction time -mean or median* for hits only
Response bias
The calculated reliability coefficients for all response bias variants (response bias = false alarms rate /(1,0 -accuracy)) were below 0,5, indicating that we cannot reliably estimate the response bias in any of 5 variants, neither at separate n1, n2, n3 levels nor for aggregated results.
Reaction time
Reaction time (mean or median reaction time for hits) turns out to be the most reliable measure across all analyzed n-back indices; in each variant reaction time reliability coefficients are higher than 0,70, pointing to sufficient reliability. There was no notable difference in reliability of mean and median reaction times. Indices based on median reaction time were slightly more reliable than those based on mean reaction time for n3, n2+n3 and for the n1+n2+n3 variant.
Factorial validity
Due to the fact that the factorial validity of online n-back task has not been tested so far, we decided to investigate it in presented study. In standard n-back task results obtained by participants on different level of "n" (e.g. 1-back, 2-back and 3-back) represent WM functioning under different cognitive load and are separated, but related factors, which together can form a latent variable representing overall WM functioning. We are interested if this theoretical structure could be replicated in online n-back task.
Validity testing was initially based on the analysis of the correlation between two main n-back indicatorsaccuracy and reaction time; due to their low reliability, we omitted response bias indicators from the validity analysis. Correlations within all 5 variants of accuracy and reaction time are presented in table 3.
In table 3, we can observe that the only index correlating with all calculated reaction times and accuracy indices is the reaction time in n1 blocks. This may suggest that the reaction time index in n1 blocks represents different theoretical constructs than accuracy and other reaction time indices. Therefore, as far as validity is concerned, we proposed a measurement model with 2 separate uncorrelated factors: accuracy -consisting of n1, n2, n3 accuracy indices, and reaction time -consisting of n2, n3 reaction time indices.
To test factorial validity -whether the data collected conformed to a hypothetical two-factor model, we conducted Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA). In order to exclude other possible concurrent measurements models, we created 7 different models to evaluate which one fits the data best. The comparison of goodness of fit indices for all models is presented in table 4.
In table 4, we can observe that the assumed two-factor model 1, with an accuracy factor consisting of accuracy indices from n1, n2, n3 blocks and a reaction time factor consisting of reaction time indices from n2 and n3 blocks, shows the best fit to data collected with acceptable values of adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI), the Tucker-Lewis coefficient (TLI), root mean square error of approximation (RMSA) indices. Four of the eight models, namely 1, 2, 7 and 8, have acceptable TFI and AGFI indices, but only model 1 presents an acceptable upper boundary of a twotiled 90% confidence interval for RMSA (Schreiber, Nora, Stage, Barlow, & King, 2006) . Moreover, for model 1, the CR index is 0,76 for the reaction time factor, and 0,72 for the accuracy factor, indicating an acceptable reliability of the model; AVE is 0,6 for reaction time factor and 0,5 for accuracy factor indicating an acceptable construct validity for both factors. There was no significant correlation between accuracy and reaction time factors in any model. 
Discussion
This study addresses the question of whether we can obtain valid and reliable indicators of WM functioning from online n-back task performed on participants' home computers. We conducted the online n-back task among 169 participants and calculated six indicators in 5 variants each (see Table 2 for details).
For hits rate indicators, we can reliably estimate n1, n2+n3 and n1+n2+n3 variants, but the n1 hits rate indicator manifests a ceiling effect represented by low data variability and a high mean score close to a maximum possible result. For false alarms indicators, we can reliably estimate only two aggregated variants, and for accuracy indicators we can reliably estimate all variants, except n3. It might be concluded that, using an online n-back task, we are able to reliably measure overall accuracy -performance success, across 3 n-back blocks: n1, n2, n3, but not accuracy on each n block separately. In other words, we can estimate general performance success over the whole n-back task, representing overall WM functioning, but we cannot reliably compare how participants perform at each of the n levels.
Regarding reaction time, it was the most reliable index from all calculated online n-back task indicators. All variants of two reaction time indicators (mean and median) have acceptable reliability. Therefore, it might be suggested that, using an online n-back task, we are able to reliably estimate reaction time representing performance effort at each n-level, as well as over the whole task.
Our findings are in line with the study of Hockey and Geffen (2004) on the reliability of n-back tasks in laboratory settings (see Table 1 ). They found that reliability measures were higher in respect to reaction times rather than to accuracy, and concluded that the n-back task is a reliable measure of mental speed. They also found a ceiling effect on the n1 variant. However, in contrast to Hockey and Geffen (2004) , in the current study, n3 accuracy variant was not the most, but was the least reliable index from all n-back accuracy indicators. This may be due to a different method of reliability estimating -we used a split half reliability method, and Hockey and Geffen used a one-week test-retest reliability method of estimating. When we consider the work of Jaeggi et al. (2010b) on n-back reliability (see Table 1 ), where split half correlation was used, we can notice the same pattern of decreasing reliability coefficients with an increase of n level, as in the current study. Jaeggi et al. (2010b) reported mixed results regarding reliability, but reaction time indicators were again more reliable than accuracy measures and a ceiling effect occurred in the n1 variant. As in the current study, but in laboratory settings, Jaeggi et al. (2010b) have shown the lowest reliability to be at n3, out of all of the n levels. This may be explained by an increased error variance appearing with increasing WM load at higher n levels. To sum up, it seems justified to conclude that reliability estimates for accuracy and reaction time in the online n-back task study presented here are generally similar to those obtained in controlled laboratory environments.
Response biases showed the worst reliability of all n-back indicators calculated in this study -across 5 calculated variants of response bias there was no reliable one. In this study, by using the online n-back task, we are unable to reliably estimate participants' performance strategy represented by response bias indicators. This could be due to a relatively low number of false alarms committed by respondents which may produce not enough data points. Probably the experimental procedure (6 targets in one trial x 3 trials x 3 n variants) was too short to capture the respondents' bias tendency.
In order to test factorial validity of aggregated measures we conducted CFA. The best fit to the data collected has been shown to be the model with two uncorrelated factors: accuracy and reaction time. The accuracy factor consisted of results from n1+n2+n3 indicators and reaction time consisted of n2+n3 reaction RT* -median reaction time for hits, RT -mean reaction time for hits, Ac -Accuracy, AGFI -adjusted goodness of fit index, TLI -The Tucker-Lewis coefficient, RMSA -root mean square error of approximation, RMSA 90 -upper boundary of a two-tiled 90% confidence interval for the population RMSEA, </> no significant correlation between latent variables time indicators. This two-factor model may be consistent with the proposition of Ragland et al. (2002) which was to consider n-back reaction time indicators as a performance effort measure and accuracy as a performance success measure. These results are also consistent with previous studies (Hockey & Geffen, 2004; Jeaggi et al., 2010b) where no significant correlation between accuracy and reaction time indices was found. Thus, with regard to previous findings and the results of the current CFA, we consider a two-factor measurement model a valid one.
Interestingly, n1 reaction time shows moderate but significant correlation with all of the other reaction time and accuracy indicators. The decision process, whether the previous stimulus was the same as current one, is probably not very demanding for the WM system, thus n1 reaction time may reflect the speed of general mental processes, whereas n2, n3 reaction time indices may additionally reflect the WM system's effort to properly encode the current stimuli under the load. Perhaps n1 reaction time is similar to the inspection time task (Alcorn & Morris, 1996) and may be an indicator of a different theoretical construct than accuracy and reaction time measures (Hockey & Geffen, 2004) .
To sum up, by using an online n-back task conducted by participants on home computers, we are able to establish valid and reliable indicators of WM functioning in terms of n-back accuracy and reaction time. Unfortunately, we are unable to reliably establish a response bias indicator and indicators of accuracy for each n block separately. This might be due to overly short experimental blocks in the study.
We initially have shown that we can obtain valid and reliable WM indicators from online studies. However, further studies should concentrate on improving the experimental procedure. We believe that using online n-back tasks may significantly contribute to WM research by decreasing research costs and increasing data sample diversity and size. This study for the first time demonstrates the utility of an online n-back task and may be the first step on a path to popularize experimental WM online research.
Limitations
This study demonstrates that online n-back task conducted on participants' home computers in uncontrolled environment has acceptable psychometric properties similar to n-back task conducted in controlled laboratory settings. However, as an exploratory study, it is not without limitations. Firstly, the research groups consisted of psychology students, who might be more interested in n-back task and highly motivated to perform well, which might have influenced task reliability. Moreover, the recruitment process was not fully online, because students were informed about the study in a classroom by teachers and after this received e-mail message with a link to the online n-back procedure. Thus, recruitment process was partially "stationary", whereas the task performance was online via the Internet. Due to this, the results may not be generalized to people recruited solely via the Internet, without initial physical contact between participants and experimenter. Secondly, we cannot reliably estimate separate accuracy measures for n2, n3 variants and response bias indicators, which might be due to insufficient trial lengths resulting in a small number of data points to analysis. Finally, it is important to note that we analyzed n-back task without lure foils. Our results cannot be generalized to n-back task with lure foils, because, as some researchers point out (Szmalec, Verbruggen, Vandierendonck, & Kemps, 2011) , n-back tasks with lures and without lures could be considered to be different tasks. Hence, further research with different types of stimulus and different trial lengths conducted on the general population are needed to replicate these findings. We agree with Gosling and Mason (2015, p. 877) 
